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time. Now measures of another class were put in hand. At the
peak of the Agadir crisis in September 1911 what had curbed
Germany was financial panic and a run on the banks. That this
should not recur when the war came, gold must temporarily be
amassed in advance, and steps were accordingly taken that
German firms should get in, as far as possible, all moneys due to
them abroad. It could not be done without considerable distur-r
bance of the London money market. The strain was first felt
in the latter half of February, when the discount rate in the open
market, which had been i^, was rapidly forced up to 2^. In
the course of March conditions eased again, and in April the
rate fell back to if- But in May the demand for gold became
again abnormal, and the rate returned to s}|. This lasted till
near the end of the half-year, when the demand once more fell
towards normal. As a result, the gold reserve in the Reichsbank
on 15 July was a record for Germany.1 The supply of silver was
likewise exceptionally high. When the war came at the end of
that month, it was found that Germany had collected nearly
everything owing to her from her prospective enemies, while
leaving her debts to them outstanding. It is significant that the
main operations which by the beginning of August had produced
this temporary situation—a situation which obviously could not
have been maintained for long—were carried out before the
assassination at Serajevo, chiefly in the month of May.
On the 12th of that month the German and Austro-Hungarian
chiefs of staff had an interview. They did not meet often, and
Moltke, the German, seems (perhaps wisely) to have been
reticent towards his Austrian colleague, the fire-eating Conrad.
In previous communications, of which we have record,2 since
the first Balkan war, the German staff's line to the Austrian is
that the great war must come and the two Allies will wage it
together, but it must not come now; they should complete their
preparations and wait for the proper occasion. But at this May
interview Moltke agreed with Conrad that the time was at hand:
'every delaying means a lessening of our chances*.3 And they
went on to discuss some details. Conrad wanted to know (it is
1 Gooch and Temperlcy, British Documents, xi (1926), 205. The war-chest of gold
coins at Spandau had simultaneously been increased by over 70 per cent.; but that,
since it was a permanent hoard, has no particular bearing on dates.
a e.g. Moltke's letter to Conrad of 10 February 1913 (Die grosse Politik, xxxiv.
352; translated in Dugdale's German Diplomatic Documents, iv. 160),
* Baron Conrad von Htftzendorf, Aus meiner Dienst&it, iii (1922), 670.

